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Understanding the engagement levels players have with a game is a useful proxy for evaluating the game design and user
experience. This is particularly important for mobile games as an alternative game is always just an easy download away.
However, engagement is a subjective concept and usually requires fine-grained highly disruptive interviews or surveys to
determine accurately. In this paper, we present EngageMon, a first-of-its-kind system that uses a combination of sensors
from the smartphone (touch events), a wristband (photoplethysmography and electrodermal activity sensor readings), and
an external depth camera (skeletal motion information) to accurately determine the engagement level of a mobile game
player. Our design was guided by feedback obtained from interviewing 22 mobile game developers, testers, and designers. We
evaluated EngageMon using data collected from 64 participants (54 in a lab-setting study and another 10 in a more natural
setting study) playing six games from three different categories including endless runner, 3D motorcycle racing, and casual
puzzle. Using all three sets of sensors, EngageMon was able to achieve an average accuracy of 85% and 77% under cross-sample
and cross-subject evaluations respectively. Overall, EngageMon can accurately determine the engagement level of mobiles
users while they are actively playing a game.
CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and tools; • Applied
computing→ Computer games;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Games remain the most popular category on both the Android and iOS app stores [8, 31] with ≈20% of each
app store devoted to games. Games also dominate in terms of user base and revenue generated [1, 13]. With the
ever increasing number of mobile games, player engagement becomes increasingly important in game design.
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Specifically, it is not enough to just motivate users to install and begin playing a game; if the engagement is not
maintained at a high level, users can quickly switch to other games or applications as they have many options
available in the app stores. Hence, the engagement of players can be used as a metric to evaluate the (potential)
success of a game.
User engagement has been defined as the emotional, cognitive, and behavioral connection that exists, at any
point in time and possibly over time, between a user and a technological resource [2]. The definition is also well
acknowledged in other application domains such as studying [10] and book reading [15]. We adopt this definition
into the mobile game domain as we believe that the fusion of behavior, emotion, and cognition under the idea of
engagement could provide a richer characterization of the mobile gaming experience. In particular, we notice that
playing mobile games is a heavily active and interactive experience in which all the three engagement elements
could be present simultaneously and vary at greater levels. This definition emphasizes the player engagement as
a holistic metric of gaming experience and also suggests its essential aspects that are open for measurements.
A conventional approach in evaluating user engagement is to conduct self-assessment surveys or interviews [5].
However, this approach is not easily applied to the mobile gaming context. In particular, it is difficult for
participants to recall, in detail, how their engagement state was changing during a long gameplay; the participants
often fall back on a single overall impression that does not provide an accurate measurement of engagement level
for each short game session (1-2 minutes). For fine-grained and accurate engagement assessment, the survey
needs to be taken very regularly (every minute). Such frequent surveys are not only cumbersome but also likely to
affect the gaming experience, especially when multiple data points need to be collected from a single participant.
In addition, it is extremely hard for game developers to use the self-assessment method to accurately measure
the engagement levels of real users after a game is released. There have been prior work to infer engagement
and other related metrics in more general or different context using mobile phone usage [23, 26] and various
sensors such as camera [14], phone-embedded sensors [28], and other external sensors [17, 35, 37]. However, to
our knowledge, this is the first work to study engagement measurement in the context of mobile gaming.
In this paper, we propose a new tool, that uses multi-modal sensing, to detect the engagement level (as
high, moderate, or low) of mobile game players. This tool will allow game developers to incorporate automatic
user engagement measurements throughout their game design process and use it to evaluate game prototype
alternatives. We built our technique around the hypothesis that a game player’s engagement will translate
into physiological responses and changes in their physical gaming behavior. The hypothesis is based on our
multifaceted definition of engagement, which consists of three main components: emotion, cognition, and
behavior – these are the physiological signals that have been shown to be useful to infer emotional states and
cognitive load [4, 21, 33]. In addition, we also capture the touch interactions and body movements of the user
playing the game as we believe that these are also representative of their current engagement levels. To validate
our hypothesis and to enable automated engagement detection, we built a system, called EngageMon. The system
utilizes sensor data from three different sources: (a) the player’s screen-touch events (taps, swipes, etc.) captured
Game Developer Survey
§ Participant: 22 mobile game 
developers and designers
§ Data: Survey data
§ Method: Survey and semi-
structured interview
§ Goal: Study usefulness of 
engagement measurement in 
game development from 
developers’ perspective
Study in Lab Settings
§ Participant: 54 mobile game 
players
§ Data: Sensor data and self-
reported engagement score
§ Method: Experiment in lab 
settings
§ Goal: Build and evaluate 
engagement classification 
models
Study in Natural Settings
§ Participant: 10 mobile game 
players
§ Data: Sensor data and self-
reported engagement score
§ Method: Experiment in 
natural settings
§ Goal: Demonstrate the 
feasibility of EngageMon
during natural game plays
Fig. 1. Overall study procedure.
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on the game play device itself, (b) the player’s physiological signals such as heart rate and electrodermal activity
captured by a wearable wristband, and (c) the player’s upper-body skeletal motion data using the depth camera.
We conducted our research in three main phases as shown in Figure 1: (1) motivational study, (2) system
design and evaluation in a lab setting, and (3) system evaluation in natural environments. The studies were
IRB-approved at the two institutions where they were conducted and the experimental procedures followed the
ethics guidelines.
The main contributions we make in this work are as follows:
• We conducted a study with 22 professional game developers and designers to motivate the importance of
detecting the engagement level and the potential of using EngageMon during the actual game development
and testing cycle (Section 3).
• We built EngageMon, a multi-modal sensing system to automatically measure the engagement state of
users while they were playing mobile games. In particular, we combined three different sensing channels
(i.e., touch events, physiological signals, and upper-body motion) that can collectively capture the internal
and external changes of the player’s engagement level (Section 4). To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first system to detect engagement levels in a mobile gaming context.
• We conducted extensive experiments with 54 players in a lab setting and ten players in natural environments
while theywere playing six different mobile games. Our results show that EngageMon achieves high accuracy
(85% and 77% on average for cross-sample and cross-subject evaluation, respectively) for various game
types and players. We also conducted comprehensive sensitivity analysis to show the robustness of our
technique under different use cases (Section 6). Overall, EngageMon has the potential to augment and
improve upon current survey-based practices used by game developers.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of previous research related to engagement
definition and engagement measurement. Section 3 describes the motivational survey with professional game
developers and our motivating use cases of engagement measurement. We present our system design in Section 4,
data collection procedure in Section 5 and show evaluation results in Section 6. Additionally, a further evaluation
in a more natural environment is presented in Section 7. Finally, we discuss the limitations and many ideas for
the future work in Section 8; and end with conclusions (Section 9).
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Engagement Definition
The importance of evaluating gaming experience and measuring engagement specifically have been highlighted
by Brockmyer et al. [5] and Huizenga et al. [18]. In addition, Ijsselsteijn et al. [20] points out that engagement is
a relevant metric to assess the impact of design decisions to game experiences. This work also acknowledges the
need for effective testing and evaluation of games.
In this work, “user engagement” is defined as the emotional, cognitive, and behavioral connection that
exists, at any point in time and possibly over time, between a player and the mobile game. This definition is
intentionally broad to emphasize the holistic characteristic of user engagement and also to suggest various
aspects of engagement that are open for measurement [2]. Many studies across various application domains such
as studying [10], book reading [15], and interacting with technological resources [2] also have a definitional
agreement on the term engagement as a multifaceted construct that consist of three components: emotion,
behavior, and cognition.
The user experience during video game-playing (e.g. how users provide attention, feel, and interact with a game)
has been studied extensively in the literature with many attempts to conceptualize this subjective experience
using different measures including enjoyment [27], involvement [39], immersion [3], flow [7], attention [30],
arousal [32], and interest [6]. These prior works have examined many important components of the player’s
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experience separately; however, gaming is an activity in which multiple factors including behavior, emotion, and
cognition are interrelated within the player dynamically and simultaneously. As such, many researchers such as
Guthrie et al. [15] and Wigfield et al. [40] suggest that studying a more general concept, such as engagement,
gives a better understanding of the user experience in situations where multiple factors are present.
We adopt the multidimensional definition of engagement into the mobile game domain as we believe that the
fusion of behavior, emotion, and cognition under the idea of engagement can provide a richer characterization of
gaming experience than just considering any single component. Mobile gaming is a highly active and interactive
experience in which all the three components of user engagement could vary at greater levels or intensities
compared to other mobile activities such as web browsing or listening to music. Note: this definition requires
each engagement component to be interpreted specifically for the application domain. Specifically for the mobile
game context: (1) Emotional engagement refers to a player’s emotions during a game session such as interest,
excitement, and frustration; (2) Behavioral engagement indicates the player’s involvement with physical game
interaction modalities such as touch and other hand gestures on mobile device; (3) Cognitive engagement draws
on the idea of attention and effort during the game-play such as the player’s attempt to master some skill or
accomplish a task in game.
2.2 Measuring Engagement
The most widely used method to measure engagement is self-assessment using questionnaires. Brockmyer
et al. [5] and Martey et al. [25] have developed a Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ) that measures the
engagement levels of video game players in four important aspects such as immersion, presence, flow, and
absorption. Although the GEQ can be a cost-effective and efficient manner to identify engagement, it (and other
self-assessment-based approaches) has several limitations. First, it is hard for gamers to accurately recall the
gaming experience after they finish playing (some games are long!); players tend to give scores based on what
they experienced at the end of the game session, which does not reflect their overall engagement level. Answering
the questionnaire more frequently, during a game session, would help address this issue; however, these game
session disruptions to answer the questionnaire are cumbersome for participants and likely to affect the gaming
experience unless carefully conducted.
There has been a thread of research using different approaches, such as physiological sensing, mobile phone
usage analysis, and camera-based tracking, to automatically detect the engagement (either as a whole or just one
related aspect separately) in various domains [16, 17, 26, 35, 37, 38]. In particular, Hernandez et al. [17] recognize
the engagement of a child during interaction with an adult based on physiological synchrony extracted from
a wearable EDA. Hernandez et al. [16] and Silveira et al. [35] show that physiological EDA (along with facial
expression) can be used to recognize the engagement level and the overall impression of TV viewers. In addition,
many prior works studied the potential of using smartphone usage data to detect engagement. For example,
Mather et al. [26] demonstrates the feasibility of using phone usage data to infer the contextual aspect of user
engagement in general activities on mobile device. Likamwa et al. [23] also shows the potential to estimate
various emotional states of mobile users by analyzing the features extracted from their mobile usage data. As
for camera-based tracking approach, Voit et al. [38] show the possibility of assessing the degree of attention by
capturing the head pose in working environments. Although there are differences in terms of how engagement is
interpreted and measured depending on the context and application domain, these works have inspired us in our
research to study engagement in a mobile gaming context.
Different from these prior efforts, our work explored another important application domain, mobile games,
and a multidimensional element of gamer experience, i.e., engagement. We focus on measuring the interaction
or connection between a player and the game that occurs during a game session. To capture this multifaceted
interaction, we leverage various sensors including physiological sensors, touch-screen, and depth camera which
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have been studied in prior works and shown to be useful to infer at least one of the three engagement components
(emotion, cognition, and behavior) [12, 21, 24]. We conducted a comprehensive study to identify useful sensing
modalities and features affecting the engagement level of gamers (using a dataset collected from 54 in-lab game
players playing six different games, with and an additional dataset collected from another ten players in a more
natural setting), and show that it is possible to accurately sense the engagement level by fusing multiple sensing
modalities.
3 MOTIVATIONAL STUDY
This work is motivated from the intuition that capturing and quantifying the engagement levels of mobile game
users can benefit the overall game design and development processes. To validate our intuition and motivate the
need for our work, we performed a set of surveys with professional game developers and designers.
3.1 Survey Design
We recruited 22 professional game developers and designers by sending out a call for participation through
various mailing lists used by game developers in Korea. Most of our participants have at least two years of
experience working in the game industry. Table 1 shows the demographic details of the survey participants.
Table 1. Demographics of survey participants
Company Experience in years
Game developer (9)
Mid-sized firm (100+ personnel) 2, 2, 3, 3, 7 (5 subjects)
Large-sized firm (1000+ personnel) 3, 7 (2 subjects)
Freelancer 1, 1 (2 subjects)
Game designer (12) Mid-sized firm 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3 (9 subjects)Large-sized firm 3, 8, 9 (3 subjects)
QA specialist (1) Freelancer 2 (1 subject)
Before starting the survey, we explained to the participants the definition of “engagement” used in this study
and the idea of using multimodal sensors from mobile phones, wearables, and external cameras to measure the
engagement level of gamers. Each participant was asked to answer six questions (Table 2).
3.2 Engagement on a Game Developer’s Perspective
Regarding q1) on the the usage of engagement levels in game design, 16 participants responded that if user
engagement levels were made available, they would apply this information to their games. Specifically, among the
participants, 12 replied that they would like to, or are already using engagement levels for identifying “effective
contents” within a game. For q2) on how they measured engagement, we found that many mid-sized mobile
game development agencies did not currently have a way to measure and quantify engagement levels. For the
larger agencies, while they noted that user engagement was taken into account for both the game designing
and development procedures, simple forms of surveys and questionnaires were used for the data collection. The
engagement inferring process occurred within focus group testing phases.
For q3) on the granularity of the engagement measurement output, 13 of our participants reported that a
3-level category of engaged, normal, non-engaged, was sufficient for their needs. The responses also showed
that these three levels were used to make key content decisions in their games. Three of the remaining nine
reported that even a binary classification on the engagement would be beneficial (“engaged or not”) and the
others indicated that they would prefer a 5-level engagement classification.
For q4) on the correlation between engagement and a gamer’s decision to continue playing, among the
participants, 20 (91%) agreed that the engagement level is correlated with the motivation of users to play the
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Table 2. Survey questions regarding the effectiveness and usefulness of measuring user engagement levels in game design
process. The survey can be found at https://goo.gl/forms/zkNJaopsvakxkliK2. Note: It was conducted in Korean. The text
above is the translated English version.
Questionnaire for developers
1) If available, will you consider the user engagement level as a factor in designing
games? How do you (plan to) use this information?
2)
If your team is already evaluating user engagement as part of the game design, what
is the measurement approach and at which stage in the development process it is
applied?
3) What is the minimum granularity scale of the engagement measurement’s output(e.g. binary, 3-level, 5-level) to be considered as a useful feedback for design
improvement?
4) Based on your experience in game development, what is your observation on the
relation between engagement and a gamer’s tendency to keep playing a game?
5) If you had a system that automatically captures the engagement level of gamers,
would you apply this system in offline-play test? please explain why or why not.
6)
Please provide any additional comments you might have on our approach of using
multimodal sensors from the mobile phone, external camera, and wearable device to
automatically measure user engagement.
game and it is important/meaningful to collect such information. However, others gave lower priority to user
engagement in the game designing and development phases, under the concern that generalizing the proper
features would not be sufficient nor clear.
For q5) on using an automated engagement detection system, the participants who worked at agencies that
used engagement levels for their game design and development mentioned that user feedback was their only
source of engagement measuring and noted that an autonomous mechanism to better quantify the engagement
levels would increase the accuracy and reduce their costs for the focus group testing phases.
After introducing our proposal (we described how EngageMon would work if successfully built) of capturing
user engagement levels automatically, we asked if they were willing to use such a system, that uses external and
internal sensors to quantify user engagement levels, in their development process. Only 60% of the participants
answered that they would immediately use such a system with the rest taking a wait and see approach as the
idea of using external sensing modalities to measure user engagement was not mature enough for them.
The participants also provided us with various metrics that are considered in the game design and development
process such as: level design of each stage, excitement levels, game balancing (e.g., considering user’s ability and
competency), the flow of users’ movements (e.g., how easy it is for users to navigate the game world). These
features are all directly or indirectly related with the user’s feelings about the game and can be comprehensively
mapped as part of a user’s engagement level with the game.
3.3 Motivating Use Cases
We are building a sensing system that can enable iterative and automatic player engagement evaluation throughout
the game development process. In particular, we envision two use cases in which game developers and designers
can leverage such a system: (1) early formative evaluation for the development of design improvements; and (2)
adaptive update and customization for already released games.
In the early stages of the game development process, many design alternatives (e.g., game mechanics, game
flow, and user interface) should be evaluated to identify the optimal gameplay design. Our system, EngageMon,
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can assist developers to perform player usability testing more efficiently. As the evaluation takes place “in lab”,
all three sensing channels including physiological sensors, touch-screen, and the depth camera are available
for engagement measurement. For example, when developing a car racing game, developers need to evaluate
and select iteratively several game control mechanisms such as the gestures to control the car (touch, swipe,
tilt, and their combinations) along with specifying the handling sensitivity to make the game engaging and
easy to play. Developers can conduct an in-lab within-subjects experiment in which each game tester will try
all the design alternatives in randomized order. By using EngageMon to measure the engagement level of each
control mechanism automatically, developers can determine which control mechanism can elicit the highest
engagement level across the testers. Our system also provides an analysis of the physiological and behavioral
responses corresponding to each alternative so that developers can get a more comprehensive view of the gaming
experience.
For the second use case when the game is already released, developers can still leverage our engagement
detection model using only the touch data collected from the mobile device by integrating our model into their
game or by calling our API set. For example, in an endless runner game, such as Temple Run [36], it is an
important, yet a non-trivial task for the designers to determine the running speed of the character. If the speed is
too slow or too fast, players will easily get bored or become frustrated, and, naturally, lose engagement with
the game itself. If game designers could quickly evaluate the engagement of players, they could dynamically
vary the game speed and game contents to optimize the gaming experience based on the current engagement
measurement and playerâĂŹs skill levels.
Finally, accurately determining the engagement level of users can be used, beyond just games, as a trigger for
providing personalized content and interaction modalities in other applications. For example, an advertisement
could be triggered when the current engagement level of the user is low to suggest new content or applications.
4 ENGAGEMON DESIGN
4.1 Overview
SCR	Extraction HRV	Extraction
Touch	Feature	
Extraction
SCR	Analysis Frequency	Domain	Analysis
3D Skeleton	
Movement	Feature	
ExtractionTime	Domain	
Analysis
Feature	Selection
Engagement	Classification
EDA PPG Touch signals 3D skeleton points
Engagement Level
Data Acquisition
Data Processing
Engagement
Recognition
Fig. 2. Overview of EngageMon
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We built a prototype of EngageMonwith all the components shown in Figure 2. Specifically, EngageMon collects
its sensory input data from (1) a wristband with an Electrodermal Activity (EDA) sensor and a Photoplethys-
mography (PPG) sensor, (2) a touchscreen and an accelerometer sensor from a mobile device, and (3) a depth
camera. A data sample (corresponding to a game session) in EngageMon is processed through a segmentation
phase, a feature extraction phase, a classification phase, and a result aggregation phase to make a final prediction
of the gamer’s engagement level over that game session. EngageMon first splits the input data into multiple
pre-determined processing windows. Then, it performs feature extraction and classification over each processing
window. Lastly, it aggregates the classification results from multiple processing windows and outputs the final
engagement level for the entire gameplay. We cover each aspect in more detail in the following sections.
4.2 Sensing Modalities and Features for Detecting Game Engagement
EngageMon uses various sensing devices to infer the engagement level of game players. Table 3 summarizes these
sensing modalities and the representative features we used. We discuss below each sensing modality and the
extracted features in detail along with the reasons behind why we explored such sensors.
Table 3. Summary of the representative features. We used a subset (average, median, minimum, maximum, and standard
deviation) of each feature described.
Sensor Feature type Description
PPG
HRV on time domain heartbeat-to-heartbeat interval andsuccessive interval pair’s difference
HRV on frequency domain spectral power in low-frequency band (0.03-0.15 Hz)and the high-frequency band (0.15-0.4 Hz)
EDA
Skin conductance response frequency, amplitude, and area
Phasic component series mean of amplitude, variation of amplitude(standard deviation and entropy)
Touchscreen Touch event Touch duration, contact area, touch-to-touch interval,distance and speed traversed by finger
Depth camera Upper-body movement Distance moved by head, shoulders, chestand elbows (all three x, y, z components)
4.2.1 Physiological Signal Sensors. Physiological signals are well-known to be useful in inferring cognitive
and emotional states since they reflect the impact that such states bring to the nervous system [4, 21]. While
electroencephalogram (EEG) and facial electromyogram (EMG) sensors are also useful and widely used to infer
emotions, the data acquisition process requires attaching electrodes to the scalp and facial points, which is
obtrusive and impractical. For designing a practical sensing system to identify gamers’ engagement states, we
instead exploit physiological sensors such as photoplethysmography (PPG) and electrodermal activity (EDA),
which are much easier to access and attach to target participants.
• Photoplethysmography:
PPG sensors consist of an LED and photodiode. The LED emits light towards human skin at a very high
frequency, and the photodiode captures the reflected light to measure the amount of light absorption
occurring at the veins. Naturally, using PPG sensors, we can collect measurements on how the human
heart pumps blood throughout the body, which provides data on heart rate and heart rate variability (HRV).
Given that HRV measurements allow the extraction of both time- and frequency-domain features, which
are useful in capturing autonomous nervous system activities for inferring emotional states [21], we focus
on capturing the HRV features from the PPG sensor.
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Specifically, for feature extraction, we first extract the heartbeat-to-heartbeat interval measurements by
detecting the systolic peak of the heartbeat waveform from the raw PPG data. Based on this, we capture
HRV features in the time-domain including features such as the mean and standard deviation of the intervals
(SDNN), mean and standard deviation of the first and second derivative of the interval series, root mean
square of successive interval differences (RMSSD), standard deviation of successive interval differences
(SDSD), and the number of successive interval pairs that differ by more than 50 ms and 20 ms (NN50 and
NN20). On the frequency domain, we compute the powers of two frequency bands that are dominant
in an HRV pattern’s spectral analysis: the low-frequency band (0.03-0.15 Hz) and the high-frequency
band (0.15-0.4 Hz). Note that in our experiments, the movements of the users caused motion artifacts
and impacted the signal quality, in which a small number of heartbeats were not detected from the PPG
signal traces. For such samples, we applied a simple linear interpolation method to reconstruct the missing
interval points.
• Electrodermal Activity:
EDA, also referred to as galvanic skin response, is a measurement of skin conductance obtained by applying
low-level current on two electrodes attached to user skin. EDA is known to be a reliable indicator of
sympathetic arousal, which regulates the attention levels and affective states [4]. Note that the EDA signal
combines a tonic component (or baseline component) and a phasic component. While the tonic component
changes slowly and reflects the general activity of sweat glands influenced by the body and environmental
temperatures, the phasic component shows rapid changes and correlates with the responses to internal
and external stimuli.
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(a) EDA series during the Hocus moving gameplay (puzzle
game), reported engagement score is 23/40
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Fig. 3. Two samples of EDA signal collected from one subject corresponding to (a) moderate engagement and (b) high
engagement levels.
We begin by extract the tonic component from the raw EDA signal using Hanning low-pass filter with a
window of 4 seconds. Given the minimal correlation between the tonic component and the underlying
arousal state [4, 21], we remove it from the EDA signal. From the remaining phasic component waveform,
we perform peak detection to infer the skin conductance response (SCR), which signifies either a non-
specific physiological response or a response to a specific stimulus such as a critical moment in a game. We
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then extract the statistical features related to SCR including SCR occurrence count, mean and standard
deviation of amplitude and covered area of SCR. Those features have been shown to be highly correlated
to cognitive load, attention and arousal state in general [4, 11, 33], which are important attributes of
engagement in games. Figure 3 illustrates the differences between two EDA series of one subject in our
lab-setting study (Section 5) under two conditions: high level and a moderate level of engagement. When
the subject is highly engaged, the SCRs occur more frequently with higher amplitude compared to the
moderately engaged condition. We also compute several features that capture the oscillation or variation
of the phasic component waveform such as standard deviation and entropy.
4.2.2 Touch Sensor. In addition to the physiological signal reactions towards the game playing activity, we
see the opportunities to exposing physical responses as well. As the first physical sensing modality, we take
sensory information that can be captured using the smartphone’s native software interfaces. Capturing the touch
behavior is the most unobtrusive approach as the gaming device itself can achieve it. Also, prior work has shown
that the touch interaction of mobile users is affected by the emotional stimuli; for example, mobile users tend to
perform a touch task slower but more accurately when they are exposed to the positive stimuli [28]. We thus
hypothesize that the touch behavior during mobile gameplay possesses information related to engagement level
of the user. From the raw touch signals, we extract measurements such as the touch frequency, touch-to-touch
intervals, finger contact area, and speed/distances traversed by a finger on the screen.
4.2.3 Depth Camera. An additional physical aspect that we observe is the anthropometric data captured
by externally installed 3D depth cameras. Specifically, using cameras such as the Microsoft Kinect, we capture
the posture and movements of the player’s upper body. The body movement has been studied as an important
modality to infer the affective states with comparable performances to the recognition systems that use facial
expressions [22]. Moreover, the temporal dynamics of head gestures such as shaking, rolling, leaning forward or
backward have been shown to be useful to detect the engagement state of TV viewers [16]. We hypothesize that
such body-movement features would work in the mobile gaming contexts. From the 3D skeletal coordinations
tracked by the depth camera, we extract several statistical features related to the movement of player’s upper
body including head, shoulders, upper arm, and chest.
4.2.4 Accelerometer. Lastly, we exploit the accelerometer readings gathered within the smartphone. For both
the touch-sensor and accelerometer, we can run a background service that captures such data at high rates. This
feature is especially useful for games that require controlling using the accelerometer motions. Even for the cases
where the accelerometer is not used for game interaction, the accelerometer can potentially provide information
on how the player is immersed in the game.
4.3 Feature Deduction and Selection
4.3.1 Feature Deduction. Using the sensors discussed above, we extract a total of 70 features: 23 from the
physiological signals (e.g., PPG and EDA), 15 from the touch actions, and 32 from the Kinect-based skeletal data.
While prior works show that features such as the SCR occurrence count are useful measures for detecting the
engagement state and various emotions [17, 35], we make no assumptions on their correlation for engagement
level classification.
We identify sensing features that carry overlapping information to reduce the computational complexity of
the feature selection and classification evaluation process. Specifically, we compute a correlation matrix across
all features and remove those features that have the correlation coefficient higher than 0.9 which is considered
very high correlation. From this process we noticed that a majority of the standard time-domain HRV features
are highly correlated to each other (e.g., SDNN, RMSSD, SDSD).
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4.3.2 Feature Selection. EngageMon further performs feature selection as a step to reduce the number of
required features in performing classification. This step not only helps improve the model’s classification accuracy
by removing features with negative influence but also provides faster and a more efficient implementation [34].
This process involves two steps, feature ranking, and classification evaluation which is both wrapped inside a
re-sampling process (i.e., a 10-fold cross-validation).
With the remaining features, we rank their importance using a Random Forest model. Random Forest provides
a robust way to assess features’ importance by computing the mean decrease in accuracy after removing the
association between that feature and the data. If the removal of a feature brings large impact to the model’s
accuracy, this implies that the specific feature plays an important role. With a list of features ranked by their
importance, we evaluate the classification, each round adding one more feature from top of the list, to determine
the minimal set of features that the model can achieve the highest accuracy.
4.4 Final Decision Making
As the final step, EngageMon aggregates the classification result computed per-window using the selected features
and outputs the engagement level for the entire game playing session. Here, we take a simple voting approach in
which the classification result with high occurrences (on a per-window-basis) becomes the engagement level
classification result for the entire session.
Feature	
Extractor Classifier
Low level:
Normal level:
High level:
High level of 
engagement
Segmentation
20-second windows
120-second data sample
Input Processing Output
voting
Fig. 4. Overview of the engagement detection process: (1) a 120-second gameplay data is segmented into six 20-second
windows, (2) feature extraction and classification is performed on each 20-second window, (3) the classified labels of the
windows are aggregated to determine the final engagement level, one of (high, moderate, low).
As an example of the classification procedure, in Figure 4 we split a 120-second game session into six 20-second
windows. Here, if four out of six windows are classified as ‘high engagement’, the entire session is determined as
‘high engagement’. If two engagement levels have the same number of windows, we select the engagement level
of the most recent window as the tie-breaker. We choose to take such an approach given that there can exist
small variations in the sensor measurements and it takes time for the user to start fully engage in the game from
the beginning of a session.
5 DATA COLLECTION
5.1 Participants
We recruited 54 mobile gamers for this study (27 from Korea and 27 from Singapore; ages from 21 to 40, M =
27.34, SD = 2.88; two females). The participants had various mobile gaming frequencies ranging from less than
one hour per week to more than seven hours per week.
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5.2 Apparatus
We collected three types of data from the users during their game plays: (1) physiological signals from a wristband,
(2) touch logs and 3D acceleration data from the game-playing device, and (3) upper-body motion from the Kinect
depth camera.
(a) EDA sensor. (b) PPG sensor.
Fig. 5. Sensors embedded in E4 wristband.
Physiological signals. We used the Empatica E4 wristband [9] to collect EDA and PPG signals. Figure 5
shows the E4 device. The E4 device allows us to sense and retrieve EDA and PPG data at the frequency of 4 Hz
and 64 Hz, respectively. We asked the participants to wear the E4 on their non-dominant hand (which is the
typical hand people wear the wristband). This helps minimize motion artifacts and also follows the standard
practice used when measuring EDA.
Interactions and bodymovements.We used a Samsung Galaxy Tab S2 for the gameplay device and captured
the participant’s interactions with the device using our custom data collector running as a background app.
Through this data collector we collected (1) touchscreen events (e.g., touch position, duration and contact area)
and (2) the 3-axis accelerometer signals captured at 40 Hz. In addition, we captured the upper-body motion of a
player (i.e., the movements of their head, shoulders, arms, and chest) using a Microsoft Kinect. The Kinect camera
was installed ∼1.5 meters away from the participant. The participants were aware (and provided consent) that
we were using the camera to track their skeletal movements only, not to capture or record live video.
5.3 Target Games
Table 4. The six games we used in our experiments. These games can be found at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=<Google Play ID>.
Game Rating Installs Category Interaction Google Play ID
Temple Run 4.3/5 100 mil+ Endless Runner Swipe, tilt com.imangi.templerun
Bridge Runner 3.7/5 500,000+ Endless Runner Swipe, tilt dvortsov.alexey.bridge_runner
Traffic Rider 4.7/5 100 mil+ Motorcycle Racing Tilt com.skgames.trafficrider
Motoracing 3.7/5 1 mil+ Motorcycle Racing Tilt com.sixdecgames.moto.racing
Monument Valley 4.7/5 1 mil+ Puzzle Tap com.ustwo.monumentvalley
Hocus Moving 3.6/5 50,000+ Puzzle Tap, swipe com.winter.moving
To study the feasibility of engagement sensing over various games, we selected six different games that
have more than 50,000 downloads in the Google Play store; two each under three popular game genres (i.e.,
racing, running, and puzzle). These genres were chosen as they engage players using different stimulus and
interaction patterns; thus providing sufficient variation to test the robustness of EngageMon. Table 4 provides basic
information for each games while Figure 6 shows screenshots of the six games that we used in our experiments.
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(a) MonumentValley (b) Hocus moving (c) Temple run (d) Bridge runner (e) Traffic rider (f) Motoracing
Fig. 6. Screenshots of the games.
For each game genre, we selected one game with high review scores (>4.2 stars) and another with low review
scores (<3.8 stars). This use of games with different ratings allowed us to collect data for a wide variety of
engagement levels – with the hypothesis being that higher rated games would naturally be more engaging than
lower rated games.
5.4 Data Collection Procedure
Kinect
E4 wristband
SmartphoneStore touch events
by android debug bridge 
Built-in accelerometer
Fig. 7. Experimental setup.
The main data collection portion of our study was conducted in a lab-setting environment with the detailed
setup shown in Figure 7. Specifically, the players were asked to wear a smart wristband and play the games while
sitting in front of a Microsoft Kinect. We did not provide any other instructions to minimize any bias that would
affect the player’s gaming behavior and physiological states during the gameplay.
Figure 8 illustrates the data collection procedure in detail. We asked each participant to play six different
mobile games in total while we collected various sensor data.
We noticed that our participants would come to the experiment in many different emotional states: some would
feel excited to try the games while others would have more neutral emotions. Unfortunately, these different
initial emotional states could have different and confounding effects on the participant’s physiological signals
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Game	2
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Fig. 8. Overview of study procedure.
and gaming behaviors. To address this issue, at the start of each phase, we showed each participant a video with
neutral contents for three minutes to elicit a neutral emotional state in each participant, to eliminate, as much as
possible, the confusing caused by starting the study with different initial emotions. The videos were validated
from a pilot study in our previous work [19], which showed how to influence specific states in participants using
techniques from psychology research. Following this, the participants were asked to play three different games
(two sessions for each game) with the default setting for each game and provide a self-report on their engagement
levels after each gameplay; we use these self-reports as the ground truth engagement values in our study. The
duration of each game session varied from 50 seconds to 4 minutes depending on the game and the competency
of each participant. Overall, each user study session took up to 30 minutes to complete. Note: we randomized the
order of the games played to minimize experimental bias. In addition, to minimize participant fatigue, we divided
the data collection into two phases with a break in between.
5.5 Ground Truth
Table 5. Game Engagement Questionnaire.
1 I was really into the game.
2 I lost track of time.
3 Playing seemed automatic.
4 The game seemed real.
5 I felt I couldn’t stop playing.
6 I couldn’t tell that I was getting tired.
7 I felt spaced out.
8 Time seemed to stand still or stop.
We consider the aforementioned participant self-reported engagement levels as the ground truth. In particular,
we asked each study participants to answer a short survey after each game session. For the survey, we used a
simplified version of the Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ) designed by Brockmyer et al. [5]. The original
GEQ consists of 19 assessment statements which cover four aspects related to engagement including immersion,
flow, presence, and absorption. We used eight out of 19 statements that were relevant to our mobile gaming
contexts. Our modified survey is shown in Table 5.
For each statement, participants were asked to rate how much they agreed with the statement using a 5-point
Likert scale (1 to 5) (5 – “agree”, 4 – “somewhat agree”, 3 – “neutral”, 2 – “somewhat disagree”, 1 – “disagree”). We
used the simple sum of all the scores to generate a final engagement score between 8 and 40, with 40 indicating
the highest possible engagement level.
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Fig. 9. Box plot of reported engagement scores collected from 54 participants. Higher indicates more engaged.
Figure 9 plots the distribution of the engagement scores as reported by the study participants. Since the goal of
EngageMon was to categorize the gamer’s engagement into three different and distinct levels (i.e., low, medium,
and high), as requested by the majority of the game developers and designers in our motivational study (Section 3),
we mapped the total scores obtained from our modified GEQ into three distinct levels. We mapped scores below
the 33.3 percentile in the distribution as a low engagement level, between 33.4 and 66.6 percentiles as a moderate
level, and above the 66.7 percentile as the high engagement level.
6 RESULTS
We conducted an extensive analysis to evaluate the accuracy of EngageMon. We used 10-fold cross-validation
over the dataset collected from the 54 mobile gamers in our lab-setting study and report the average accuracy for
all participants; we also present the confusion metrics to better understand misclassified results.
Table 6. Parameters used in our experiments (for the sensor combinations, “P", “T", and “K" indicates physiological sensors,
touchscreen sensors, Kinect depth camera, respectively. The definition of different training datasets and gaming frequencies
are given in the corresponding subsections).
Parameters Variations Default Value Relevant Sections
Sensor Combination P, T, K, P+T, P+K, T+K, All All Section 6.3
Processing Window (sec) 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 20 Section 6.4
Gaming Frequency Frequent, Casual, Non-frequent, All All Section 6.5
To understand the robustness of our technique, we measured the accuracy of EngageMon under various
operating parameters. Table 6 shows the parameters, their variations, the default values, and the subsections we
present the relevant sensitivity study results. We explain the choice of parameters used in each corresponding
subsection. By default, if note stated, our accuracy results use all sensor combinations (wearable, mobile phone,
Kinect). Furthermore, we trained our classifier using only data from within the same game genre; for example,
to recognize the engagement level for the “Traffic rider” game, we used the model trained with the sensor
data measured for all racing games only (i.e., “Traffic rider” and “Motoracing”). In addition, we set the default
processing window size to 20 seconds. We performed 10-fold cross validation at the sample level where each
sample is a game session by a specific participant (each participant had two sessions with each game). Unless
explicitly stated otherwise, all results shown use these settings.
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6.1 Overall Accuracy
We first evaluated the overall classification accuracy of EngageMon. Figure 10 shows the accuracy of EngageMon’s
3-level engagement classification for the six different games using the per-game-genre models. It shows our
10-fold cross validation results at both the sample (each sample is a game session and each participant had
two sessions with each game) and at the subject level. Overall EngageMon shows high accuracy in detecting
engagement levels. The highest accuracy is 91% for the “Monument Valley” puzzle game, while the lowest
accuracy is 74% for the “Motoracing” game. Except for “Motoracing”, EngageMon achieved over 84% accuracy for
all games, demonstrating it’s potential for automated engagement evaluation.
We also conducted a 10-fold cross-subject validation in which our test data did not use any samples collected
from the same subject in the training data to evaluate the generality of our models. Results from Figure 10 (“Cross-
subject”) show the classification accuracy of the per-game-genre models when applied to new subjects. Compared
to cross-sample validation, the accuracy drops by ∼8%. This highlights the differences in our classification
performance when using general versus personalized models generated using the dataset collected from our
lab-setting study.
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Fig. 10. Cross-subject validation classification accuracy of per-genre models using Random Forest with 20-second window
We looked into the confusion matrices (per game type) to better understand the misclassified instances,
especially for the racing games with lower accuracy. Table 7 shows our results. For the puzzle and runner games
(showing high accuracy), misclassification occurs between the “moderate” and “high” states or the “moderate”
and “low” states. This suggests that a large source of error occurs when the player has an engagement level at
the borderline between two different levels. On the other hand, for the racing games, there are ∼5% of instances
where the low engagement level is misclassified as a high engagement level. The reasons are mainly two-fold: (1)
touch interaction data is not available in racing games as a player only needs to tilt the game device to control
the target motorcycle in the racing game, and (2) the tilting gestures cause more motion artifacts (than touch
gestures), degrading the quality of the physiological signals; the tilt gestures easily change the contact area and
tightness between the skin and the EDA and PPG sensors embedded in the E4 wristband.
Table 7. Confusion matrices of the per-genre engagement classification models
High Mid Low
High 41 2 2
Mid 1 31 6
Low 1 1 47
(a) Puzzle games
High Mid Low
High 46 3 0
Mid 5 30 8
Low 0 3 46
(b) Runner games
High Mid Low
High 45 5 1
Mid 7 37 1
Low 6 6 26
(c) Racing games
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6.2 Classifier Selection
For designing the classifier that determines the engagement state using the various sensor measurements, we
empirically evaluated a number of widely-used classification algorithms, which included an ensemble scheme
(e.g., Random Forest), a non-linear classifier (SVM with Radial Basic Function - RBF kernel), and a set of linear
classifiers (SVMwith linear kernel, Naive Bayes, LDA, and multinomial logistic regression). Note that we validated
the performance of each classifier with its optimal configuration (i.e., optimized cost and gamma parameters for
SVM) and the most relevant selection features customized for each model.
Table 8. Classification accuracy of different classifiers
Classifier
Game Random Forest SVM-Radial SVM-Linear Naive Bayes LDA Logistic Regression
All 81% 72% 53% 41% 51% 56%
Puzzle 90% 84% 67% 56% 67% 77%
Racing 81% 64% 51% 42% 49% 57%
Runner 86% 86% 64% 41% 64% 73%
Our results, shown in Table 8, show that Random Forests and SVM with RBF kernel outperforms other linear
classifier options. The low accuracy of the linear classifiers suggests that a linear separation of the selected features
is not feasible, and thus we need to carefully choose non-linear classification algorithms and configurations to
achieve a high accuracy. Although SVM with RBF kernel performs nearly as well as Random Forest in some
cases, it requires heavier computation to perform a grid search for the optimal kernel parameters (cost “C” and
Gaussian parameter “gamma”) and an optimal number of features. Quantitatively speaking, since we have a list
of 54 features ranked by their importance, for the Random Forest model, we only need to run the classification
54 times (each round adding one additional feature from the feature list) to identify how many features in the
model achieves the highest classification performance. On the other hand, for the SVM with RBF kernel, each
additional feature requires re-optimizing the model for all the different parameters. Based on these observations,
we decided to use a Random Forest-based classification scheme as it had high classification accuracy performance
and a relatively shorter training time compared to using the SVM with RBF kernel. Note: an additional benefit of
using the Random Forest is that it does not require a complicated optimization process.
6.3 Impact of Different Sensor Combinations
We now explore how accurately EngageMon can detect the engagement level when only a subset of the sensors
is available. During a game’s internal focus group testing phase, it is likely that all sensors are available as the
testers can setup well-controlled test environments with various sensors. However, for beta-tests with real users,
it is likely that only a small subset of sensors may be accessible. The touch sensor is naturally available as we
target mobile games, and physiological signal data is becoming increasingly available as many mobile users now
also wear wristbands or smart watches embedded with physiological sensors.
For this experiment, we trained the classifier using all possible combinations of the three sensor types (i.e.,
physiological sensors, touch interaction sensor, and Kinect). For each sensor subset combination, we followed
the procedure described in Section 4 to rank and select the optimal feature set. Note that each game genre has a
different selected feature set for classifying engagement level. For example, Table 9 shows the list of 15 selected
features chosen as the optimal feature set from the three sensor types applying for the Puzzle games. Many
physiological features such as SCR features that related to the peaks in the EDA phasic are correlated with the
engagement score of Puzzle game as shown in Table 9. The SCR features have been used to infer emotional states
in previous studies as they are closely linked to arousal level and cognitive load [4, 21, 29]. Many HRV features
are also selected as they reflect the activity of autonomic nervous system which is affected by the emotional
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Table 9. Top 15 features with the highest importance scores of the Puzzle games, sorted by the sensor type. Corr: Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients between the features and the reported engagement score, Score: feature importance score (i.e.,
mean decreased accuracy in percentage).
Feature Sensor Description Corr Score
HRV_interval PPG Mean of heartbeat-to-heartbeat interval +0.143 27.80
HRV_HF PPG Power spectrum at the high-frequency band (0.15-0.4 Hz) +0.175 27.60
HRV_NN20 PPG Number of adjacent interval pairs differ more than 20 ms -0.262 27.58
HRV_LF PPG Power spectrum at the low-frequency band (0.03-0.15 Hz) +0.072 22.14
HRV_SDSD PPG Standard deviation of adjacent intervals’ differences -0.110 18.85
SCR_count EDA Count of skin conductance response occurrences +0.174 21.54
SCR_amplitude EDA Mean of amplitude of skin conductance response +0.123 19.34
SCR_entropy EDA Entropy of SCR component of EDA signal -0.097 18.32
SCR_SD EDA Standard deviation of skin conductance response values +0.159 17.60
Touch_area Touchscreen Contact area between the finger and the screen -0.110 36.53
Touch_duration Touchscreen Mean touch duration -0.137 19.36
Touch_distance Touchscreen Distance traversed by finger on the screen -0.103 16.51
Touch_interval Touchscreen Mean touch-to-touch interval +0.150 15.50
Head_mov_z Depth camera Head movement in z-axis (forward and backward) -0.052 27.36
Shoulder_mov Depth camera Shoulder movement -0.044 20.44
stimuli [21]. We observe that similar physiological features are selected for classifying engagement level of Racing
and Runner games. As for the gaming behavior features (e.g., touch pattern and upper-body movement), the
correlation is not consistent across three game genres. The interpretation of those features is game-specific and
subject to the game design. For instance, the head movement during the gameplay of Puzzle games is negatively
correlated with engagement score (Table 9). As the games require mental focus to solve the puzzle, the movement
of upper body may suggest the lack of focus or low engagement. On the other hand, the head and shoulder
movements are positively correlated with engagement scores in Runner games and Racing games. As the players
have to tilt the mobile while playing these games, upper body movement is also a part of gaming interaction
that indicate player’s engagement level. Another example is that the touch-to-touch interval is correlated with
engagement scores in Puzzle games. One possible interpretation is that, as the games have no time limit, the
highly engaged players tend to touch more frequently to find the solution for the puzzle. However, the same
features is not selected for Racing game genre as it does not require touch interaction. Some features that have
low correlation coefficient are also selected as they effectively complement other important features.
Table 10. Classification accuracy for different sensor combinations. P: physiological sensors, T: touchscreen sensor, K:
Kinect depth camera. Note that the racing games (Traffic rider and Motoracing) do not require touch interaction, so the
corresponding combination is not available.
Feature Set
Game P+T+K P+T P+K K+T P T K
Monument valley 91% 84% 83% 79% 73% 68% 71%
Hocus moving 89% 86% 86% 79% 76% 71% 56%
Traffic rider NA NA 85% NA 75% NA 84%
Motoracing NA NA 74% NA 54% NA 64%
Temple run 88% 80% 86% 88% 78% 78% 84%
Bridge runner 85% 83% 79% 80% 65% 65% 73%
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Table 10 presents the classification results when EngageMon uses different sensor combinations. Note: for
the two racing games, the touch interaction data is not available. All sensors contribute to the accuracy, while
different sensors are more useful for different games. For example, the physiological sensors, alone, achieve ≈75%
accuracy for both puzzle games (i.e., capturing the movement in “Monument valley” and “Hocus”) while they are
not effective for the “Motoracing” game. The “Motoracing” game involves tilt gestures at high degrees, causing
significant motion artifacts in the physiological signals. On the other hand, the Kinect-based movement detection
is more effective for the runner and racing games, and classifies the engagement level with an average accuracy
of 79% and 74%, respectively. We notice that players move their upper-bodies a lot more when they are tightly
engaged with these two game types. Kinect is less useful for puzzle games as the gamers usually just sit still or
marginally move regardless of their engagement level. Such small movements are difficult to track and may not
be highly correlated with the engagement level of gamers.
Interestingly, EngageMon can achieve high accuracy with a combination of physiological signals and touch
interaction data. The average accuracy, with just these two sensors, is 86% and 81% for puzzle and runner games,
respectively, which is nearly as good as when using the full set of sensors (with depth camera). The results are
notable in that both sensing modalities are likely to be obtainable from many mobile gamers. Furthermore, only
with touch sensor data (which can be obtained from the game device itself), the accuracy for the puzzle and
runner games is still ≈70%. These results demonstrate the feasibility of deploying EngageMon in practice.
6.4 Impact of Feature Extraction Window
We now evaluate the impact on accuracy of different processing window lengths. Note: EngageMon classifies the
engagement level over smaller processing windows and aggregates the results to determine the final engagement
level for the entire gameplay (as described in Section 4). Since engagement levels may vary even during a single
gaming session, it is important to use a good window size to compute the features at the ideal time. In addition,
we acknowledge that we focus on studying the effectiveness of features at shorter time granularity in the context
of measuring engagement of mobile game players; and future work in other domain (e.g., psycho-physiology)
may further investigate the extent of validity of such features (especially features computed from physiological
signals) at short time windows.
We empirically tested different window sizes between 10 seconds and 50 seconds. The minimum window as 10
seconds is selected because we expect the physiological reactions to a stimulus to take at least this long to be
reflected. For example, a skin conductance response may be initiated only after 3 seconds of an event, and last
for ∼4 seconds [4]. Prior works also used the heart rate variability (HRV) and skin conductance response (SCR)
features computed by short time window of signal (e.g., 10-second window [29], 50-second window[21]) to detect
the emotional states. Besides, it is quite common that users do not touch the screen for a few seconds for puzzle
games, so the touch features may not be available for many windows if we use a shorter window (less than 10
seconds). We set the maximum window size to 50 seconds assuming an average gameplay duration ranging from
50 seconds to 4 minutes.
Figure 11 shows that the use of a 10-second or 20-second window performs the best under our testing conditions.
Since most racing game and runner game sessions last from 50 seconds to 2 minutes, models with long windows
of 40 or 50 seconds would only contain a few subsamples to determine the engagement level. Given that the
classification accuracy at the window level does not improve much as the window length changes from 10-20
seconds to 40-50 seconds (from 60% to 65%), using long windows would negatively impact the final classification
model’s voting logic due to the insufficient number of windows per voting interval.
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6.5 Impact of Gaming Frequency
Finally, we investigated if considering the experience of the game players would improve the accuracy of
EngageMon’s engagement classification. Our assumption here is that different levels of gaming experience can
cause different interactions and behavioral patterns. Furthermore, subjective engagement levels and physiological
states could be affected accordingly.
To validate this hypothesis, we split the participants into three different groups based on how long and often
they played mobile games on a per week basis:
• Frequent gamers: play more than 7 hours per week (18 participants)
• Casual gamers: play from 1 to 7 hours per week (19 participants)
• Non-frequent gamers: play less than 1 hour per week (17 participants)
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Fig. 12. Classification accuracy of the customized models based on gaming frequency
Next, we built a customized model for each group of gamers (e.g., frequent gamers, casual gamers, and
non-frequent gamers) to isolate the differences in gaming behavior and engagement assessment among these
three groups. Figure 12 summarizes the accuracy of the customized classifiers. Our results show that dividing
our participant population by gaming frequency can help improve the engagement classification performance
significantly compared to a general model that includes all participants regardless of their gaming frequency.
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To better understand the potential reasons behind this increase in accuracy, we looked at the self-reported
evaluation scores. Figure 13 shows that frequent gamers reported lower engagement scores for all three game
types in our experiment compared to the other two groups. The possible reason being that these users have
already tried many different highly-engaging games and their subjective assessment is relative to these previous
experiences. In addition, participants with more gaming experience also tend to play mobile games differently in
terms of their physical game interaction and physiological responses.
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Fig. 13. Engagement scores for the three groups with different gaming frequencies
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Fig. 14. Touch interactions for the three groups with different gaming frequencies
As another investigative point, Figure 14a shows the average number of touch events, per 20-second window,
that participants performed during their gameplay. The runner game requires users to perform touch interaction
(swipe) at higher frequencies to navigate the in-game character within the game. The results suggest that frequent
gamers, who typically play the game with a higher skill level (their game sessions last longer. The session ends
when the participant loses in the game), have more interaction with the touchscreen compared to other groups.
On the other hand, for the puzzle games, users can play at their own pace and only interact with the screen when
they have made a decision or require information. As a result, non-frequent gamers perform a significantly higher
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number of touch actions during gameplay in puzzle games (as they are likely looking for gameplay guidance
information).
Finally, Figure 14b shows the normalized touch area, which can be considered as a proxy of touch pressure, of
the three groups during gameplay. The group of frequent gamers appears to have a significantly smaller touch
area indicating that these users make touch actions in a less forcible manner compared to the other two groups.
Altogether, these results serve as evidence that creating models that incorporate how experienced a game player
is can lead to significantly better operational results.
7 EVALUATION IN NATURAL SETTING
The main dataset used in this study was collected in a lab-setting environment, which involved multiple sensing
devices in a closed setting. We note that this in-lab experimental procedure could potentially affect the gaming
experience of our study participants. In order to further evaluate the performance of EngageMon in a more realistic
setting, we recruited ten additional study participants, all in Korea, and conducted a similar set of experiments in
a more “natural” setting (see below). All ten participants were between the ages of 21 to 50 (M = 28.9, SD = 7.32)
with two of the participants being female.
Among the three sensing channels that we used in the previous study, the touch screen is the most natural
and unobtrusive sensor to use given that it is already a fundamental smartphone component. Wristbands with
PPG and EDA sensors are also arguably familiar to many mobile users as more physiological sensors are being
adopted in smart watches and bands. However, some participants may feel uncomfortable with the presence
of the Kinect camera tracking their skeletal movements, which can lead to un-natural emotions and actions.
Furthermore, having to follow a fixed experimental procedure (as done in the lab-setting experiments) can also
lead to a less natural gaming experiences.
To address these issues, we designed a more “natural” experimental setting as follows: First, we eliminated the
use of the Kinect camera as a sensor. However, we did ask them to wear our wristband sensor. Second, we asked
the players to select their own comfortable environment for playing games rather than restricting them to a lab
environment. For example, some participants picked sitting in a coffee shop to run the experiment while others
choose their home while lying down in bed or on a couch. Finally, we allowed the players to select their own
order in which to play the 6 games and they could play each game for as long as they wanted. Note: we also did
not ask the players to watch the neutral videos between different games. At the end of each game session, we
asked the participants to report their engagement levels using the same Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ)
we used previously.
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Fig. 15. Classification accuracy of per-game-type models evaluated on a dataset of 10 participants in a natural experimental
setting. “P" and “T" indicate physiological sensors and the touchscreen, respectively. We only reported the results for
physiological sensors for racing games as they do not require touch interaction.
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We trained our classification models with the data collected from 54 participants in the lab-setting experiment
and evaluated it using the dataset of the 10 newly recruited participants playing games in the more “natural”
setting. Figure 15 shows the evaluation results of per-game-genre models using Random Forest. We see that the
accuracy of the engagement classifiers dropped to ∼75% for the puzzle and runner games when using just the
physiological signals from the wristband and touch signals from the mobile device (Kinect was omitted).
When using only touch data, the per-game-genre models only achieve an average accuracy of 63%. This is a
8% drop compared to the cross-sample evaluation performed using just the lab-setting dataset. One reason of
the drop is because the lab-setting data set evaluation test set includes samples from subjects that were used
as training data as well. This relatively low accuracy may not be sufficiently accurate to develop an adaptive
game in practice. However, the goal of this current work is to demonstrate the potential of using sensing data to
classify a gamer’s engagement levels. We believe that EngageMon’s in-situ accuracy can be greatly improved. In
future work, by combining the sensing signals with additional contextual features extracted from the game itself.
8 DISCUSSION
We have shown that by using a set of internal and external sensors, it is possible to infer the engagement level of
users playing a mobile game. At the same time, our results introduce a set of interesting discussion points as
follows:
• Engagement on game rating:We present a preliminary study on the correlation between user-reported
game engagement levels from our lab-setting study (described Section 5) and the ratings on the mobile app
market. Note that during the experiment, we did not provide any knowledge of each game’s Google Play
review ratings to the users.
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Fig. 16. Average engagement scores of six games reported by 54 participants
Figure 16 shows the average engagement levels seen for each game that the users were asked to play.
Overall, we noticed that games with higher review ratings (e.g., stars in the app market) showed higher
engagement levels from our study participants. In particular, for the highly-rated game in each of the three
genres, the average engagement score was, in the worst-case, >28/40, while the most heavily engaged
low-rated game showed an average engagement score of ∼21/40. While comparing the absolute engagement
scores across different game genres may not be significant, we do notice that within a single genre, the
engagement level is a very reasonable predictor of high versus low-rated games.
• Validating and customizing for real-world use:While our current system setup shows high classifica-
tion accuracy for the six games chosen across three genres, our survey results with game developers and
designers suggest that there are a number of customizable factors in the game design and testing phase. For
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example, we noticed from our evaluations that sensing features used for game engagement levels differ for
varying game types. A challenge that yet remains is how we can easily identify a set of effective common
features that can be utilized across a more general set of games.
• Utilizing additional sensing modalities: EngageMon currently utilizes a physiological data collection
sensor, a Kinect camera, and the touch interfaces on the smartphone. However, we believe that there
are other sensing modalities that we could potentially leverage. For example, for a small subset of study
participants, we tried applying a gaze tracking solution to monitor the infrared (IR) gaze activities during
gameplay. However, due to its bulky design, the gaze tracking solution (pictured in Figure 17) caused
large usability issues that affected the participant’s engagement levels (e.g., glasses bothering the user’s
sight). We thus had to omit this sensor as it was biasing the engagement levels. However, we believe that
gaze tracking is still a very useful sensor for identifying points of user interest in a game. For this, the
gaze-tracking hardware will need to become significantly less intrusive before it can be used.
Fig. 17. Picture of our glass prototype with the Raspberry Pi processing module.
We have also considered the use of mobile phone’s front camera for tracking the facial expression of player
which could provide useful information to improve the performance of engagement detection further.
However, capturing images could make players feel uncomfortable and affect the gaming experience, not
to mention the privacy concern. There is also a computational challenge to perform facial tracking on a
mobile device with a game running and other services to collect data (touch events and accelerometer
signals) at the same time. We also observed in our experiments that the angle and distance between the
mobile device and participant varied much during the game, especially in racing and runner games, which
makes the face tracking even more challenging.
• Integrating with heterogeneous gaming platforms:While the main focus of this work was to detect
the engagement level of users in mobile gaming environments, the types of gaming platforms and the
ways users interact with such platforms are quickly diversifying. For example, when applying engagement
detection for games using the Xbox console, we can use the Kinect sensor to detect the skeleton information
from users. However, we will be losing the information provided by the touch interfaces on a smartphone.
Heterogeneous gaming environments will, thus, require the use of environment specific sensing modalities
to detect user engagement – opening up avenues of research to determine the best sensors that work both
for a specific environment and across environments.
• Real-time engagement measurement: The engagement level of a player may vary during a game
session as reactions to various game events. Real-time engagement tracking can provide developers with
engagement scores multiple times for a game session, and help developers understand the impact of
different game events on engagement. However, enabling real-time engagement detection is a challenging
problem. The critical challenge lies in capturing the ground truth of a gamer’s engagement multiple times
during gameplay without disturbing the gaming experience. One possible approach to collecting such
fine-grained ground truth is to record facial, vocal expressions and body movements of game players and
hire professional coders to code the ground truth. However, this approach is costly and time intensive while
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the validity of the ground truth is not fully guaranteed. Another method is using high-fidelity brainwave
sensors (EEG) and adopting the changes of EEG signals as the baseline to compare. However, this approach
is still limited in that EEG signals are only a proxy for gamers’ engagement, not a direct ground truth. Also,
the use of an EEG sensor-embedded headset is likely to affect the gamer’s engagement during gameplay.
Survey and interview methods are also not applicable; if we continuously ask participants or players to
report their engagement level, their gaming experience will be significantly disturbed. It will be an exciting
research problem to overcome such challenges and enable real-time engagement tracking as the future
work.
• Engaging different types of users: Finally, we share an interesting quote by one of the mobile game
designers we interviewed. As a third-year mobile game designer, the participant noted that “Drawing from
the current trends of mobile gaming, there are two types of users. The first case is the users that want
to heavily engage in a game and enjoy the playing process itself. For these set of users, knowing their
engagement levels and providing them with highly engaging content is important. However, the second
half consists of users that only care about the result of the game. In this category, we have users that only
focus on whether they won or not. For this set, instead of trying to analyze engagement levels, we try to
provide incentives so that they are well-attached to the game.”
This quote corroborates recent trends in mobile gaming development which shows that game developers
face difficulties in designing content for engaging different types of users. For example, result-oriented
game players need to be provided with continuous incentives (e.g., extra tokens, special actions etc.) that
boost their winning possibilities to maintain their engagement level. On the other hand, process-engaged
game players might find constant incentives to be distracting from their goal of being immersed in the
game. We hope to extend our work to automatically detecting different types of players to allow different
engagement strategies to be executed.
9 CONCLUSION
Angry Birds, a once trendy game in the mobile app market, captured millions of users by offering a highly
engaging gaming experience. Likewise, measuring and predicting a gamer’s engagement levels can be an effective
barometer for determining a mobile game’s success. However, even large-sized game development firms rely on
subjective self-assessment surveys for making user engagement estimations. This work presents EngageMon, a
first-of-its-kind multimodal sensor system that captures both the game interactions and physiological responses
of players to infer their engagement level while playing mobile games. We evaluated our system by combining
physiological signal data, smartphone touch, and tilt interactions, and skeletal motion data collected from 54
study participants. Our results show that with all three sensing channels, which can be deployed in a lab or focus
group testing environment, EngageMon can classify three levels of engagement with an average accuracy of
up to 85% under cross-sample evaluation and 77% under cross-subject evaluation. For a more relaxed form of
testing, where participants are playing the games in natural environments such as a coffee shop or their homes,
that can scale to a larger user base, we show that even when using a subset of sensors that are available on the
mobile device and a smart wristband, the average accuracy of engagement level classification is 82% (cross-sample
evaluation). While not perfect, we believe that EngageMon is still a very promising first-step and that it already
can be used by game developers and designers to obtain useful insights during their future game development
and design processes.
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